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We see what lies
ahead, and we’ll lead
you through it.
Meet the CPAs and business advisors who can help you thrive.

Advising with Vision®.
We’re Mueller Prost. We’re a team of
creative, entrepreneurial thinkers – just
like you – so we know what it takes to
build a successful business. We’re here to
fuse our vision with yours so you can
prepare for the future and for whatever
opportunities lie ahead.

Thank you to our clients and partners for voting us one of St. Louis’ Best Accounting Firms!
And congratulations to our President, Doug Mueller, named one of the Best Accountants for 2020 and
2021, and Chris Volz, Partner, Director of Business Valuations and Litigation Services, named one of the
Best Accountants for 2021!
TA X • A U D I T • A D V I S O R Y • C O N S U LT I N G

See how we can help add value to your business today.
muellerprost.com • 800.649.4838

publisher’S LETTER BY ron ameln

You’re Fired...

How To Terminate With Compassion

U

p in the Air was a hit movie for actor George Clooney. The movie, shot in St.
Louis in 2009, centers around corporate “downsizer” Ryan Bingham (played by
Clooney) and his travels. Bingham had the task of traveling around the country
and firing employees.
While Clooney played the role on the big screen, St. Louisan Roni Chambers was the
real-life Bingham. Working for a Fortune 500 firm, Chambers had the job of flying
around the world to let employee know they were being let go/downsized/moved out/
axed/canned…fired (whatever word you’d like to use).
“It was one of the most difficult things I’ve ever done,” says Chambers. “But, I felt like I owed it to these people who had been my
coworkers for over 20 years. It was my duty to help people through
the transition with as much dignity as possible – to give them hope
and encouragement. I cried a lot.”
During her tenure in corporate Human Resources, Chambers
terminated hundreds of employees. She gracefully delivered the
news in hotel lobbies, airport waiting rooms and across conference
tables. Over and over again, she watched the faces of her coworkers take on any imaginable human emotions. There were tears, expletives, threats, and even lawsuits. And,
after years of being the axe-woman, she has some surprising hard-earned wisdom for St.
Louis business owners: termination (especially when it is for just cause) does not have to
be a difficult conversation.
That should be welcome news. Firing an employee is one of the most dreaded tasks that
a business owner experiences. No conscientious business owner wants to be the axeman. However, part of taking on the leadership responsibility of a business is learning
the art of letting people go. With COVID-19 hitting some industries like a tsunami,
more and more business owners have been put in a position of letting employees go.
How you break the news matters.

Royal Banks
o f

M i s s o u r i

With some industries in flux and a pandemic still raging, we’ve decided to help owners
faced with the daunting task of firing employees. Our Feature article this month, “Laying Off Employees: How to Do The Dreaded Dead With Kindness and Compassion,”
(See Pages 16-17) contains expert advice and guidance all business owners should use if
they need to lay off employees, or if they just need to fire an employee.
Here are a few nuggets of advice from Chambers:
Set clear expectations. Many small business owners don’t write job descriptions for their
positions. “Having job descriptions also helps to avoid lawsuits. You can cite where they
are having issues.”
n Collect data and use it. When employees fall short of expectations and have been
told, there should be a record of it.
n Don’t be afraid of conflict. Business owners tend to let poor performance slide for a
while in favor of keeping things cool and avoiding a conflict in their workplace. “Business owners make firing people harder on themselves and employees when you don’t
communicate performance issues with them.”
n Have some empathy. “People spend more time at work than they do at home, so you
usually have a pretty good gauge on what a person is like and how they may react to the
news,” says Chambers. “Put yourself in their shoes. How would you want to hear it?”
n Prepare your statements and your environment. There is no reason to leave anything
to chance when it comes to termination. So, prepare and practice what you are going to
do and say when the time is right. n

Investing in Our Communities
One Business at a Time
Where Better Service Means Better Banking!
www.royalbanksofmo.com
(314) 212-1500

Equal Housing
Opportunity
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SALES MOVES BY mark hunter

ASK THE BANKER
How Can I Network With Other
Fellow Business Owners?
Building a strong business network is crucial
for the success of any company. These vital
connections will help accelerate growth
whether you are interacting with potential investors, seeking additional business partners
or searching for new customers. There’s no
question that COVID-19 has made it harder to
network in person, but with a little ingenuity,
you can still build relationships that can last
far beyond the pandemic. Here are just a few
ideas:

Where Do I Find Great Customers?

P

eople often ask me where I find
great customers and prospects.
Today, I will walk you through 10
things you can do to find them right now.
1. Existing Relationships
When we talk about how to find better
prospects (or prospects in general), many
of you say that you don’t know how.
However, have you tried looking in your
current database? Have you considered
existing relationships? Who is listed in
your customer relationship management
(CRM) system right now? You’ll find a
tremendous number of leads and opportunities by reaching out to them. To
whom are you connected on social media?
Who comprises your personal and professional circles? To whom are you close that
have other people in their circles? Start by
leveraging your existing relationships.
2. Existing Customers
First, never assume that you cannot
get more business from existing customers. There is always more business to be
had. There is constantly a chance of new
business with a new division, new person,
new department. Go on, reach out, and
make it happen.
3. Industry Associations
I love doing a deep dive into industry
associations with which I need to be working. There, you can identify association
members. This process involves using the
Internet -- it’s an amazing tool for something like this. I sit there and dig into
each industry. Who are their members?
Who are their board members? To whom
are these people connected? You’ll quickly
find that you can build out a list of potential prospects.
4. Supply Chain
People in your supply chain have a
vested interest because they want to see
you do well. That’s right.
Reach out to people in your company’s
supply chain. Ask questions. Talk to
them. They will share ideas. They will
share their insights because it’s in their

WWW.SBMON.COM

best interest to help you succeed. The
same is true with your customers. Your
customers have a supply chain as well.
Look into who comprises those supply
chains because, again, those people have
a vested interest in your achieving great
things. Avoid looking past supply chains.
5. Social Media
Social media is a double-edged sword
because sometimes you can find yourself
lost in it. However, social media is a great
place to identify people and do background searches, whether through Sales
Navigator with LinkedIn or any number
of other programs. There are a variety of
programs that can help you dive deeper
into social media.
However, I suggest that you limit your
time on social media. Otherwise it can
suck you in and you’ll never come out.
It becomes kind of like Hotel California.
(Remember that song by the Eagles back
in the 70s? Yeah. Ok, I’m old. You’re
right. You can check in, but you can’t
check out, so you have to frame it up.)
You will need to establish limits on usage,
but social media can give you a tremendous number of opportunities to connect
with people. Success may vary by industry.
6. Internet Search
Start doing something I particularly love
to do, but that many salespeople don’t
do--let alone love it. Take a customer with
whom you are currently working, enter his
or her name into a Google search, and see
what other companies come up. It’s amazing what you’ll find. Other companies will
pop up that become perfect prospects for
you to contact.
7. Be the Expert
You must be seen as the expert. Here’s
the thing that I always tell people: nobody
wants to do business with someone who
isn’t perceived as an expert in the field.
You’ve got to be the expert. Establish
your expertise by carefully positioning
yourself and your information – whether
on LinkedIn, social media, your website,

etc. – in such a way that you are seen as
an expert.
8. Be Patient in Developing Good
Leads
Anyone can go out and grab a bunch
of names. Hey, phone books are still being printed. If you want names, you can
get them. However, you must be patient.
It’s not about the number of leads you
generate. It’s about the quality of your
leads. You must be patient and stick to
your plan.
9. Referrals, Referrals
I want you to actively give out and
ask for referrals. Now, referrals are not
a quid pro quo type of situation. I’m
not saying that if you give two referrals,
you’ll get two in return. I’m saying that
you need to set yourself up to win.
10. Networking
I intentionally listed this item as #10
for a reason. Too many people believe
that all they have to do is network and
they’ll have all the leads they could
possibly want. This belief is patently
untrue. Networking is a long-term play-whether you are attending networking
events virtually or in person. They’re
not instantaneous prospect builders.
They’re just not. You may gather many
names, but you must develop and nurture relationships. You have to qualify
people as good leads.
I find that it’s important to allocate a
certain amount of time to networking
and to keep it to a very short amount
of time. Networking is a way to begin
to source. The key is to make sure that
you’re networking in the circles where
you want to do business. Just because
it’s a networking event does not mean
you should jump right in. Each networking event you attend should be totally
relevant. n
Mark Hunter, of The Sales Hunter sales
motivation blog, is the author of “High-Profit
Prospecting: Powerful Strategies to Find the
Best Leads and Drive Breakthrough Sales
Results.”

1. Join a civic group. It may not be business
as usual at your local Chamber of Commerce
or Rotary Club, but many groups of this sort
are hosting virtual meetings and events that
allow you to connect with other business
leaders. By sharing leads and resources, you
can help each other grow while expanding
your network.
2. Make an offer. Whether you operate an
IT consulting business, an appliance repair
company or a fitness studio, you may have
products or services that other local business
owners need. To help cultivate relationships,
consider offering discounts or other special
deals to local businesses. Even better, ask for
referrals and then thank fellow owners with a
discount or reward.
3. Share what you know. Many owners
belong to small-business-owner meetup
groups. These groups meet regularly – either
in person or virtually -- to discuss local business news, market trends, new opportunities, and other topics of local interest. Most
groups welcome new members – especially
business owners who can contribute to
the conversation. Ask around or look for a
group online. SCORE and Business Network
International (BNI) are a couple of popular
associations.
4. Partner with a local charity. Identify a
nonprofit that is doing good work in your
community and get involved. Whether you
volunteer your time and expertise, join the
board of directors or host a fundraising
event, you can meet like-minded people
while supporting a good cause.
5. Professional online groups. The pandemic
isn’t going to last forever, but while in-person
opportunities are tougher to come by, take
your search online. LinkedIn is a huge social
network that specializes in business networking. You can search for people in your
industry, join or start your own networking
groups or forums, follow big-name influencers, publish your own content, and more.
The bottom line: Take into account some of
the suggestions above and your bottom line
could very well reap the benefits. n

Debi Enders (debi.enders@
commercebank.com) is
vice president, small business
banking at
Commerce Bank.
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ENTREPRENEUR’S TOOLBOX
by JAMES CANADA

MASTERING LINKEDIN
by kATHY BERNARD

Building Expectations: The Goal
of True Customer Satisfaction
If your customer is satisfied, you can be
satisfied.
That doesn’t mean you can stop making
improvements in customer service. Remember that your competitors are always getting
better, so, as a small business, you need to
continually satisfy your current customers’
needs to keep them coming back.
Customer service can be defined in many
ways depending on why that customer
retains your services. Sometimes it’s just the
small things an owner does to exceed their
customer’s expectations. Keeping a finger
on the pulse of their needs and expectations
and continuously improving service will go a
long way toward retaining that customer.
Knowledge of customer service in business has evolved since I have been in the
corporate world. Customers’ expectations
are much higher, and their loyalty is not as
prevalent. Owners and employers today are
much better informed about the results of
excellent customer service. We can learn
from examples of exceptional service that
others offer.
One of the paradigm shifts I learned as a
small-business owner is to constantly stay in
tune with customers’ needs. This includes

You Can Find Great Candidates On
LinkedIn For Free or For A Fee

making sure we are always listening and
addressing their expectations; proactively
offering advice as if we were their hired consultant; and truly offering helpful advice—
not just upselling them.
Companies must constantly use best
practices. In doing so, we can keep in mind
an old Total Quality Management process
methodology called “Plan, Do, Check, Act.”
Work with the customer to plan improvement, implement the improvement, follow
up to ensure the implementation was
successful, and then act on improving the
way in which it was done, thus, starting the
process all over again.
Over the coming months, we’ll be discussing how customer satisfaction fits within
Total Quality Management and what an
organization needs to do to achieve true
customer satisfaction. As I always tell my
team, “If we are not moving ahead, we are
falling behind.” n

James H. Canada is managing partner/CEO
for Alliance Technologies LLC, ITEN mentor
and author of “Corporate to Entrepreneur:
Strategies for Success.” Contact Jim at james.
canada@alliancetechnologiesllc.com, 636-7342337 or www.alliancetechnologiesllc.com.

Tuesday, April 27, 2021

First, the free way: On the LinkedIn Home page, click “Start a post.”
Paste the link for your job opening
into the box and add details like
“We’re hiring at XYZ!” Click the
camera icon to include an image to
make your post pop. Add hashtags
like #stlouis, #stljobs or #hiringnow to
reach locals looking for work.
To run a paid job posting, it works
best to establish a free company page
first. To add a page, click the Work
icon and then “Create a company
page.”
Next, click the Jobs icon and then
“Post a job.” Fill out the template
with your company name, the job description, screening questions, and wanted skills.
Choose whether you want applicants to apply
using their LinkedIn profile or on your job
site.
Next, click the “Promote job” button
to select how you want to share the opening – via LinkedIn’s Jobs only, on qualified
candidates’ profile or home page, in email
messages, or through mobile push notifications.
Next, set a daily average budget, such as
$10, keeping in mind that the actual amount
you will be charged depends on your daily

Click the drop-down arrow to share
the post as a representative of your
company. Click the camera icon to
include an image.
budget plus the number of candidate-views
your posting gets. Complete the check out
process by paying with your credit card.
Learn more at linkedin.com/talent/post-ajob and get started finding your next hire on
LinkedIn! n
Kathy Bernard (kathy@wiseru.com), CEO
of WiserU.com, is a St. Louis-based LinkedIn
expert/trainer who equips businesses to maximize
LinkedIn for sales, marketing, or fundraising.

ST. CHARLES CONVENTION CENTER

Energize
YOUR
BUSINESS,
EXHIBIT AT THE
32 n d ANN U A L

BIZEXPO

Reserve your space today!
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CYBER SECURITY INTELLIGENCE
by DAVID WREN

Do You Know Your HACKER? Are You Prepared To Recover If
Your Network Is Hacked Then Locked Up?

T

WWW.SBMON.COM

by fred miller

Write Your Own
Introduction

Stay Secure!
he last few weeks have been crazy
busy. Year to date, hacking activity
is up over 400%. Locally, we have
seen an increase in successful infiltrations
followed by data loss and ransomware. My
team and I have been on several “Incident
Response” (IR) engagements over the past
few months to help organizations investigate and recover from cyber incidents.
These occurrences should be viewed as a
matter of “when” and not “if” an incident
will occur. In 2019 more than 74% of
small- to mid-sized businesses experienced
a negative cyber event. How well are you
prepared?
There is an industry-standard approach
to IR planning that contains a six-step
process. Here is the outline for an effective strategy: Preparation, Identification,
Containment, Eradication, Recovery, and
Lessons Learned.
Preparation: Assess the organization to
identify what assets need to be protected
and who will be responsible for protecting
them. Define and document IR policies
and procedures, and establish an IR team.
The IR team should include internal
resources as well as an IR firm on retainer
for rapid response. Create communication guidelines and practice mock events
for purposes of training and preparedness.
Identify current tools and determine if a
gap occurs that would delay the restoration process.
Identification: Multiple ways exist to
identify a potential cybersecurity incident.
Many times, such information comes
from users, a help desk, or tools, so it
is important to train and communicate
within the organization. [Editor: Re: use
of the word “tools,” does writer mean data
analytic tools? Unclear meaning.] Having proper tools and processes in place
ahead of time will positively impact the
speed and effectiveness of this step. An IR
investigation will include log collection
and correlation for forensic log review,
next-generation endpoint protection
that includes Endpoint Detection and

no sweat public speaking

Response (EDR) and proper
network monitoring and flow
analysis. The response team
should be well versed in proper
collection and preservation of
evidence.
Containment: This step
often occurs in tandem with the
Identification step or as soon as
possible following identification
of the compromise. Containment is the process of isolating
all damaged and affected servers
or devices and locking down
compromised accounts. This
step stops and limits any further or potential leaks and damage.
Eradication: This step should be
completed by properly trained professionals after a comprehensive investigation
to determine how the bad actor gained
access and overall extent of damage to
the organization. Analyzing malware,
tools and artifacts left by bad actors can
help to identify your adversary. We often
find that organizations have deleted and
restored backups prior to an adequate
review, which can invite a repeat occurrence.
Recovery: This step involves testing the
fixes from the Eradication phase and transitioning back to “normal” operations.
Remediate vulnerabilities, change or completely remove/replace account passwords,
and add necessary tools or processes to
prevent a repeat occurrence. Test accounts
and functionality so that regular flow of
business resumes as soon as possible.
Lessons Learned: This step involves
reviewing outcomes from the earlier steps
and improving IR capability and overall
security posture. In short, analyze threat
vectors and identify ways to limit future
events. The IR team must consider the
implications of what caused the security
incident and take corrective actions or
advise the business about further investments needed to prevent a similar event.
Common causes are human error, security

holes, or a flaw in a security product. This
step gives the organization an opportunity
to assess what went wrong and use the
incident as a stepping-stone for improved
organizational security.
Statistically, organizations are compromised an average of six months before a
cybersecurity event has been identified.
The longer a threat actor has a foothold
in the environment, the longer and more
complicated the remediation process
will be. Bad actors are highly trained,
well financed, motivated, and extremely
organized. Your first step should be to
hire a firm to perform a comprehensive
assessment on your organization, attempt
to hack into your company, then provide
findings and recommendations.
Cyber preparedness should be a part of
every organization’s operational plan. IT
companies that provide switches, routers,
patching and desktop support offer some
level of security. However, the majority of
IR cases to which we respond have an IT
staff or partner. Security is a specialization
much like the medical field. You have
general practitioners, and then you have
neurosurgeons.
Now more than ever, you need a security partner you can trust. n
David Wren, CISM is President of Network
Technology Partners, a regional Cyber Security
Intelligence firm headquartered in St. Louis,
MO. He can be reached at dwren@ntp-inc.
com

Whenever you are scheduled to speak, in
person or virtually, someone should introduce you. An introduction is an integral
part of a presentation.
The speaker is responsible for writing the
introduction. The emcee should read it as
if he or she wrote it. Too often, that person
will grab your bio from the internet. No one
cares how many kids you have, where you
vacation or (except in St. Louis) the high
school you attended.
This is a “speaking opportunity” for
emcees and a moment for them to shine.
Providing a great, relevant introduction will
serve them well.
People attending events are investing
n Time
n Sometimes money
n Opportunity costs (They could be doing
a number of other things.)
An introduction sets the stage for your
presentation and should answer three
questions:
1. WHY this subject?
n Describe why the topic is important to
the audience. Example: “The fear of public
speaking holds many people back from
reaching their potential.”
2. WHY this speaker?
n Do not be modest. Here is where you
establish your credibility: years in your
industry, degrees, special awards, book
titles, etc.
n It is better for the person who is making
your introduction to state great things
about you. If you share those same accomplishments, you could come across as
bragging and turn the audience off. Example: “Our speaker’s books are purchased
internationally and receive rave reviews.”
3. WHY now?
nShare reasons why the topic is 		
important to the audience. Example:
“Speaking opportunities are business,
career and leadership opportunities If you
fear public speaking--or just want to be a
better presenter--our speaker has a message for you.”
Send your introduction to the emcee immediately after being awarded the speaking gig and before they have invested time
and effort writing one for you.
Do so and your presentation will be - NO
SWEAT! n
Fred Miller (fred@NoSweatPublicSpeaking.com) is a
Speaker, International Coach
and Author. Businesses and
individuals hire him to improve
their public speaking and
presentaiton skills.
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CULTURECentric leadership
by JONATHAN JONES

Embracing Change
In A Culture

The one constant is change. Almost
everything changes over time. People get
older and hopefully wiser. Children develop
rapidly. People change positions. New
generations enter the workforce. Older
generations retire. Technology advances.
Some jobs and positions become obsolete.
Change is as universal in the workplace as
it is in nature. It’s natural.
Organizations with change-management
methodologies have tended to do better
during the outbreak of COVID-19. They have
been able to pivot faster, make adjustments, and move forward. They have
created a new normal until the next change
occurs, whether it is positive or negative. To develop a sense of normalcy, one
needs to accept change as a natural part
of life and consider embracing change as a
strategy.
In a strong corporate culture, the things
that shouldn’t change are solid core values
and operating principles. What survives in
times of trouble are the strategies, people,
programs, products, and services that align
with those values and operating principles.
Developing and executing a robust changemanagement process allows strategy and
improvements to be implemented faster
and more successfully. Improvement is
a planned change. The result is a new
normal.
The same is true when unexpected changes or challenges such as COVID-19 occur. In
this case, the change management plan
takes the form of a crisis management
plan. Such a plan is just another form of
managing change. In a crisis, difficult decisions are easier to address when they align
with defined core values and operating
principles. These are the same core values
and principles used to create growth.
Embrace change and plan for it. Instill that
attitude into your culture. As a leader, you
have the power to impact your future and
make the most out of any situation. n
Jonathan Jones (Jonathan.
jones@vistagechair.com or
314-608-0783) is a CEO peer
group chair/coach for Vistage
International.

HIGH VOLTAGE MARKETING
by TOM RUWITCH

How To Cure Writers’ Block

I

worked recently with a business owner
who wanted to create emails, write
a blog, and post to social media to
promote her business…
...But she couldn’t do it.
She was stuck. She had a chronic case
of writers’ block.
She described it: Sitting there in front
of her computer. A blank screen before
her. The cursor, blinking at her, taunting
her. Her fingers curled above the keyboard, frozen in place.
Sound familiar? Yeah, I know. Been
there, done that.
But I discovered a cure for writers’
block, thanks to a guy named Eugene
Schwartz, one of the most prolific and
successful copywriters ever.
Schwartz said he never suffered from
writers’ block. Never. Ever.
How is that possible?
His answer: He didn’t write copy. He
assembled it.
Here’s what he meant: Before he sat in
front of his computer and stared at that
cursor and curled his fingers over that
keyboard, he conducted research. Lots of
research.
He learned everything he could about
his target market. What keeps them up
at night? What problems are they trying
to solve? What do they crave and covet?
What’s their greatest desire?
He researched the solution. If he was
promoting a certain product, he gathered
every detail about it. He sampled it. He
interviewed the product creators. He
learned the back-story. Why was the product created? What problems was it meant
to solve? He compared it to the competition. How does it differ?
Through all of this research, he filled a
treasure chest with gold blocks -- building
blocks he could use to assemble his copy.
When it came time to write, he was not
staring at a blank screen wondering what
to do. He was sifting through his treasure
chest deciding how to organize and assemble those blocks.
Research takes time and effort. But it’s
doable. Think of it like a treasure hunt.
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There are a million tools and tactics to do
this well. You can learn those tools and
tactics. Then it’s just a matter of putting
in the work.
Have you ever heard of researchers’
block? Me neither.
Give it a try. Start by putting yourself
in your prospects’ worlds. Ask those
questions: What’s bugging them. What’s
frightening them. What’s exciting them?
What dream is driving them?
If you’re having trouble, think of a client success story. What was going on with
that client before they came to you? What
need did they have? How did you fill it?
I practice what I’m preaching. Several
weeks ago, as I conducted research and
worked on my content calendar, I thought
about a client.
What was going on with my client before they came to me? Writers’ block.

What did she need? A way to produce
effective content without feeling frustrated and stuck.
How did I fill that need? I told her
about Eugene Schwartz and then I
helped her fill her treasure chest with
content building blocks.
I put that story into my treasure chest.
And when the time came to produce
this column, I assembled it. No writers’
block. No problem. n
Tom Ruwitch is the founder and CEO of
Story Power Marketing, which helps businesses create and deliver powerful stories to
attract leads, keep them tuned in, and inspire
them to act. To discover more valuable lessons
from the Rosetta Stone “Farm Boy” ad, visit
MasterpieceAd.com
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futureology
by JEREMY NULIK

Your Imagination Is More Necessary Than Ever

D

WWW.SBMON.COM

“What we do with visioning is very
aligned with human nature,” says Weinzweig. “But I would suggest that most
organizations are operating in a way that
is not aligned with human nature.”
Your imagination is human. Your imagination is necessary. Your imagination is
worthy of at least a fraction of the zeal
you devote to what you may have assumed
necessary before 2020. And that is true of
every stakeholder in your company.
Rather than being vague about what
visioning can be, you can take steps right
now to start. They are from futurist Edward Cornish’s Futuring:
1. Review the organization’s common history to create a shared appreciation.
2. Identify what’s working and what’s not.
Brainstorm and list “prouds” and “sorries.”
3. Identify underlying values and discuss
which ones to keep and which to abandon.
4. Identify relevant events, developments

by karen stern

How To Prepare For PPP
Loan Forgiveness

Why Even Plan for 2021?
uring what we used to understand
as the normal cycle for business
management, a great number
of meetings would be scheduled about
the present. They were called Strategic
Planning, Blueprint Sessions or Working
Plans. Your task-force teams would report
findings, review financials and chart
projections.
If your company is one that held such
rituals as sacred, your projections from
2019 have been found wanting. At least,
that’s very likely true. The disruptions to
our health, social, political, and financial systems have been widespread since
the beginning of the year. You may be
tempted to forego such rituals this year.
Why plan anything with such volatility
around us?
However, I implore you: stay your hand.
Do not give up on creating your designs
for 2021. Instead, try refreshing your
ritual to reflect uncertainty.
Begin with a bold vision
Long before COVID-19, successful
people began their efforts by creating visions that influence short-term planning
and long-term strategy. One such acolyte
of business visioning is Ari Weinzweig,
founder of the Zingerman’s Community
of Businesses, an Ann Arbor-based collection of eight businesses that collectively
generate over $60 million in revenue and
employ hundreds of people. Weinzweig is
a self-proclaimed introvert and anarchist.
Paradoxically, he also has created 12 Natural Laws of Business as the foundation of
his organization. His first law has to do
with vision.
Zingerman’s First Law: An inspiring, strategically sound vision leads the way to greatness
(especially if you write it down).
At Zingerman’s, each employee writes a
personal vision statement with horizons
as far out as five years. They write visions
when times are great and when times are
deeply challenging. They do not do so to
predict the future. They do so because
this discipline has the power to change
behavior and stimulate purposeful action.

financial fitness

and trends that may have an impact on
moving to a preferred future.
5. Create a preferred future vision that
is clear, detailed and commonly understood. All participants, or at least a critical mass, should feel a sense of ownership in the vision.
6. Translate future visions into action
goals.
7. Plan for action: Build in specific
planned steps with accountabilities
identified.
8. Create a structure for implementing
the plan with midcourse corrections, celebrations, and publicizing of successes.
Barring such a deep intervention, the
simple exercise of writing down what you
really want — given all of the attendant
challenges — will have an impact on the
shape of your business and the lives of
the stakeholders involved. n
Jeremy Nulik (jeremy@bigwidesky.com) is
evangelist prime at bigwidesky, a human business consultancy, in St. Louis, Mo.

The U.S. Small Business Administration
(SBA) began accepting Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan forgiveness applications on August 10. Partial or complete
loan forgiveness is not automatic. Thorough paperwork must be filed, and funds
must be spent on eligible expenses.
Here are four tips to help prepare you for
PPP loan forgiveness:
1. Use the funds on eligible expenses.
Generally, PPP loans are forgivable if your
business used at least 60% of the loan for
eligible payroll costs over 24 weeks. Nonpayroll costs, including mortgage interest,
business rent and utilities, are also eligible
for forgiveness, within certain eligibility
requirements.
2. Record everything. Keep track of when
you received the loan, the accrued interest
on the loan, and each time you spent loan
funds.
3. Maintain employee headcount. It is important that your employee headcount is
the same as what it was when you applied,
so consider bringing back furloughed or
laid off employees or hiring new employees.
4. Provide thorough documentation.
When applying for loan forgiveness, the
SBA requires you to provide proof of payroll costs during the loan period, interest
on mortgage payments, rent payments,
utility payments, and the average number
of full-time equivalent (FTE) employees on
payroll.
The PPP loan forgiveness process is likely
to be time consuming and complicated,
more so than the PPP application process itself. Calculations are complex, and
supporting documentation needs to be
thorough and succinctly compiled.
If the paperwork you file is unsatisfactory,
you could face a government audit of your
files to verify the information, which would
hold up your loan forgiveness.
If you have questions or would like assistance applying for your PPP loan forgiveness, please contact Karen Stern, Partner
in Charge, Entrepreneurial Services Group
at Brown Smith Wallace, at 314.983.1204
or kstern@bswllc.com. n
Karen Stern, CPA, (kstern@
bswllc.com), partner in charge,
Brown Smith Wallace Entrepreneurial Services Group, provides
tax and accounting services for
companies ranging from startups to $20 million in revenue.
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SPECIAL REPORT: TECHNOLOGY

How Technology Can Save You In Litigation (Part Two of Two...)

102 YEARS

by scott M. lewis
n Avoid tax or licensing issues by doublechecking everything. Let’s face it. We are
in business for the money; we want to be
our own boss; and we want to reap the
financial rewards for the work our teams
perform. Having excellent bookkeeping
skills and tracking your business financials
are keys to your business success. Improperly paying taxes (e.g., sales tax, property
tax, payroll tax, or estimated income tax)
can quickly get you into legal trouble with
the IRS. Additionally, make sure you are
correctly licensing your business with state
and local authorities. Another licensing
process that is commonly overlooked and
costly involves software licensing. Many licensing agreements also include a claim to
profits made by illegal use of software, so
this is one in which the cost of the software
is not worth the penalty.
n Purchase Errors and Omissions insurance. We all make mistakes. Some are
harmless, while others create harm and
result in damages. Often Errors and
Omissions insurance will protect you and
your business when errors are made by
you or your team that result in losses to
your customers. Business Manager 365
can reduce the effects of human factors,
thereby limiting errors and omissions on
your part. Due to process management and
documentation processes associated with
Business Manager 365, the software will
alert your management team and allow you
to be proactive when it comes to potential
errors that could be costly to you and your
customers.
The expanding role of technology in litigation is increasing every day due to the ways
that people and companies are changing
and using technology. With an increased
use of mobile devices such as smartphones,
tablets, texting, and messaging software,
we have come to expect that these communications are legally binding, but are
they? The short answer is yes; an increasing
number of precedents are showing that the
courts are excepting text messages, instant
messages, and other forms of electronic
communications as written agreements.
In many cases, this is an excellent example
of what I consider to be disassociated data
or communications because, in most cases
with these types of communication, only
the sender and receiver know that the
conversation ever took place. This issue
is a shortcoming of existing technology.
Without a central repository and a manner
to automatically synchronize data when
it comes to litigation finding emails, text
messages, or instant messages to prove your

case can be very difficult at best.
When it comes to text and instant messages, it is vital on several fronts to use the
corporate plans. This also goes for file sharing sites like Dropbox. Avoid giving the
impression that you are not claiming your
intellectual property by allowing employees to use personal devices for company
business. Make sure you draw that line.
Consider using AT&T’s Business Messaging System to capture and archive employee
text messages for up to seven years. Other
providers such as Verizon and T-Mobile
offer similar products. Instant messaging is
another process that you should be capturing. Again, most providers like AT&T offer
corporate plans that give you an
ability to capture and store employees’ instant messages. Texting and
Instant message retention is one
area where technology can help
you or hurt you when it comes to
litigation.
Using technology to develop a central location for document storage
and project collaboration that tracks
revisions, approvals, and access to
different company-related records
is more critical today than ever.
Business Manager 365 has extensive
document management capabilities
that tie documents to work orders,
projects, or individual clients. These
documents can also be secured to
ensure only people with the proper
permissions have access to related
materials.
Other products also do a great job
of managing records in a collaborative environment. Citrix ShareFile
Enterprise is a powerful document
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sharing system that has a high level of
security and is offered in both local-install
and cloud-based versions. Citrix ShareFile
Enterprise from a collaboration tool is also
very powerful due to it’s (a) integration
with Office 365; (b) ability to synchronize data with internal resources as well
as third-party resources; (c) e-signature
processes; and (d) custom customer portal.
Microsoft Teams is also becoming a powerful collaboration tool. This product allows
for real-time collaboration and integration
with Office 365; includes Skype, OneDrive
and SharePoint; and offers a high level of
security and permission setups.

Trust me; you don’t want an IT person
dictating risk mitigation in your organization. However, risk mitigation does fall
under expected roles to have the ability to
recommend and implement protections
that limit the exposure for your business.
In many cases, this becomes a matter of
convenience for employees, whatever they
want to do to get through a stressful and
demanding day at work. However, we all
must understand that the picture is truly
significant. Without an eye on how you
document and manage your employees’
work processes when it comes to litigation,
you can put yourself on the losing side resulting in significant costs to your business.
n
About the Author: Scott Lewis is the
President and CEO of Winning Technologies
Group of Companies, which includes Liberty
One Software. Scott has more than 36 years
of experience in the technology industry and
is a nationally recognized speaker and author
on technology subjects. Scott has worked with
hundreds of large and small businesses to empower them to use technology to improve work
processes, increase productivity, and reduce costs.
Scott has designed thousands of systems for large,
medium, and small companies, and Winning
Technologies’ goal is to work with companies
on the selection, implementation, management,
and support of technology resources. Learn more
about Winning Technologies at www.winningtech.com or call 877-379-8279. To learn
more about Business Manager 365, visit www.
businessmanager365.com.
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Best in Value
Everyone wants to get the most out of
their money. The following were voted the
businesses with the best value in St. Louis.
Make sure you check out the Awards page at
www.sbmon.com to stay up to date with
other Best in Business nominations for 2020.
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COMPANY NAME

CONTACT INFORMATION

Arsenal Credit Union

314.962.6363
arsenalcu.com

•

3780 Vogel Rd.
Arnold, MO 63010

Andre’s Banquets & Catering

314.691.5650
andresbanquets.com

•

211 South Old Highway 141
Fenton, MO 63026

Blayzer Digital Marketing Group

314.446.3393
blayzer.com

•

1901 Locust St.
St. Louis, MO 63103

Byrne Software Technologies

636.537.2505
byrnesoftware.com

•

16091 Swingley Ridge Rd., #200
Chesterfield, MO 63017

Burris & Associates, PC

314.317.9913
burriscpa.com

•

14500 S. Outer Forty, #201A
Chesterfield, MO 63017

Citizens National Bank

314.631.4600
cnbstl.com

•

800 Market St.
St. Louis, MO 63101

Cole & Company, PC

314.892.6700
cole-cpa.com

•

5518 Telegraph Rd., #201
St. Louis, MO 63129

Engage

314.966.4000
engagesoftware.com

•

11780 Manchester Rd., #207
St. Louis, MO 63131

Evans & Dixon, LLC

314.621.7755
evans-dixon.com

•

211 North Broadway, #2500
St. Louis, MO 63102

Hoffman Clark

314.863.8777
hoffmanclark.com

•

8000 Maryland Ave., #820
Clayton, MO 63105

IQComputing

636.594.5552
iqcomputing.com

•

2228 Mason Ln.
Ballwin, MO 63021

Lashly & Baer, P.C.

314.621.2939
lashlybaer.com

•

714 Locust
St. Louis, MO 63101

Orlando’s Catering

314.638.6660
orlandogardens.com

•

4300 Hoffmeister Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63125

Rapp Payroll

314.549.8800
rapppayrollsolutions.com

•

206 W. Argonne Dr.
Kirkwood, MO 63122

Reeg Lawyers

314.574.2287
reeglawfirm.com

•

939 N. Clay Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63122

Rickhoff & Associates

618.632.1994
rickhoff.com

1107 Frontage Rd.
O’Fallon, IL 62269

Reizman Berger

314.727.0101
reizmanberger.com

•
•

Rufkahr & Associates

636.265.2933
lakestlouistax.com

•

1000 Edgewater Point, #301
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367

Simmons Bank

314.569.7200
simmonsbank.com

•

10401 Clayton Rd.
Frontenac, MO 63131

Simpara HR

314.637.6756
simparahr.com

•

69 N. Gore Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63119

Swink, Smith, Coplen & Co., P.C.

314.842.2001
swinkcpas.com

•

3880 Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63127

The Simon Law Firm, P.C.

314.241.2929
simonlawpc.com

•

800 Market St., #1700
St. Louis, MO 63101

Together Credit Union

314.771.7700
togethercu.org

•

423 Lynch Street
St. Louis, MO 63118

Trotter Photo

636.394.7689
trotterphoto.com

•

14319 Manchester Rd.
Manchester, MO 63011

Welch Law Firm

636.352.1222
welchlawllc.com

•

50 Centre on the Lake, #200
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367

7700 Bonhomme Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63105
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Best Accountants
Stay on top of your finances with help
from one of St. Louis’ top accountants.
The following accountants were voted the
best in St. Louis. Make sure you check out
the Awards page at www.sbmon.com to
stay up to date with other Best in Business
nominations for 2020.
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COMPANY NAME

CONTACT INFORMATION

Pam Aman,
Sikich LLP
Michael Arendes,
Schowalter & Jabouri, P.C.
Derek Barnard,
Anders CPAs + Advisors
Tom Biggs,
Rickhoff & Associates
Ira Bergman,
Brown Smith Wallace
Marie Carlie,
BDO
Amy Dunard,
Hoffman, Bricker & Adams, P.C.
Sandy Furuya,
Wamhoff Accounting Services
Stuart Hoffman,
Abeles and Hoffman
John Kasperek,
Kasperek Accountants
John Klemm,
Klemm & Associates
Sandy Krachmalnick,
Massie Fudenberg Goldberg & Co.

314.275.7277
sikich.com

•

12655 Olive Blvd., #200
Creve Coeur, MO 63141

314.849.4999
sjcpa.com

•

11878 Gravois Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63127

314.655.5500
anderscpa.com

•

800 Market St., #500
St. Louis, MO 63101

618.632.1994
rickhoff.com

•

1107 Frontage Rd.
O’Fallon, IL 62269

314.983.1200
bswllc.com

•

6 CityPlace Dr., #900
St. Louis, MO 63141

314.889.1100
bdo.com

•

101 S. Hanley Rd., #800
St. Louis, MO 63105

314.579.2445
hba-cpa.net

•

12977 North Forty Drive, #101
St. Louis, MO 63141

636.573.1250
wamhoffaccounting.com

•

1000 Fairgrounds Rd., #200
St. Charles, MO 63303

314.991.4770
ahcpa.com

•

4666 Olive Blvd., #625
St. Louis, MO 63132

636.256.7000
kasperekaccountants.com

•

14563 Manchester Rd.
Ballwin, MO 63011

636.207.5705
klemmcpa.com

•

14792 W. Clayton Rd.
Ballwin, MO 63011

314.231.5105
mfgcpa.com

•

1015 Locust St., #425
St. Louis, MO 63101

•

1001 Craig Rd., #400
Creve Coeur, MO 63146

Jeff Mortland, Mortland & Company 314.725.3515
mortlandco.com
Doug Mueller, Mueller Prost
CPAs + Business Advisors
Chris Murphy,
Purk & Associates
Susan Orr,
UHY
Louise Pooley,
Pooley Accounting Services

314.862.2070
muellerprost.com

•

7733 Forsyth Blvd., #1200
St. Louis, MO 63105

314.884.4000
purkpc.com

•

1034 S. Brentwood Blvd., #2000
St. Louis, MO 63117

314.615.1200
uhy-us.com

•

15 Sunnen Dr., #100
St. Louis, MO 63143

314.260.7808
pooleyacctg.com

•

11315 Momarte Ln.
St. Louis, MO 63146

Mark Raisher,
Raisher & Associates, P.C.
Frank Reedy,
Kerber, Eck & Braeckel LLP
Jim Rose,
Abeles and Hoffman
Polly Stover,
Diel & Forguson Financial Group

636.532.0505
raisher.com

•

1415 Elbridge Payne Rd., #270
Chesterfield, MO 63017

314.235.6232
kebcpa.com

•

1 Memorial Dr., #900
St. Louis, MO 63102

314.991.4770
ahcpa.com

•

4666 Olive Blvd., #625
St. Louis, MO 63132

314.454.0438
dielforguson.com

•

852 Cambridge Blvd.
O’Fallon, IL 62269

Christopher Volz, Mueller
Prost CPAs + Business Advisors
Scott Weber,
Scheffel Boyle
Mark Wilson,
Martz & Wilson LLP
Larry Wolff,
Wolff & Taylor CPAs
James Wright,
Wright Criscione & Co. LLC

314.862.2070
muellerprost.com

•

7733 Forsyth Blvd., #1200
St. Louis, MO 63105

618.465.4288
scheffelboyle.com

•

322 State St.
Alton, IL 62002

314.646.1040
mwstlcpa.com

•
•
•

712 Hanley Industrial Ct.
Brentwood, MO 63144

314.727.3700
wolffandtaylor.com
314.878.0212
wright-criscione.com

222 S. Central Ave., #402
St. Louis, MO 63105
2388 Schuetz Rd.
St. Louis, Mo 63146
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www.purkpc.com

We are proud to be a part
of the Best in Business List
for Best Accounting Firms.

Stuart Hoffman
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Louis”
INTEGRITY. INSIGHT. SOLUTIONS.

CONGRATULATIONS, Chris!
Chris Murphy

9666 Olive Blvd., Suite 625
St. Louis, MO 63132
(314) 991-4770
www.ahcpa.com

Named 2020
St. Louis BEST Accountant

We are honored to have you
on our team!
We are honored to have one of our very own shareholders, Michael Arendes, named by SBM as one of the
BEST ACCOUNTANTS in St. Louis. Mike, and colleagues like him, are the key reason for our success. Schowalter
& Jabouri continues to rank in the top fifteen St. Louis CPA Firms.

1034 S. Brentwood Blvd. Suite 2000
St. Louis, MO 63117

We proudly offer the following services:
x
x
x
x
x

Business and Accounting Advisory
Tax Advisory and Compliance
Review and Audit Services
Accounting and Controllership Services
Risk Management

TRUSTED ADVISORS
KNOWLEDGE.EXPERIENCE.INSIGHT.
QUALITIES OUR CLIENTS HAVE COME TO EXPECT OF US
CALL TODAY (314) 849 - 4999

314-884-4000
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Congratulations to Derek A. Barnard, CPA, CEPA
for being named a Best Accountant in St. Louis.

Around the ofﬁce, Derek is always known for doing more than
expected to help his clients move forward. That’s why we’re
proud to see him named a Best Accountant in St. Louis

SHOWCASE YOUR BUSINESS!
Reach Area Decision Makers
Purchase A Booth Listing At The 2020 St. Louis Business
Expo Digital Event. All Listings: $200
Visit www.stlexpo.com for more information
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by Small Business Monthly.

Derek and our team of CPAs and industry-focused
advisors can help you out.
anderscpa.com | (314) 655-5500
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FEATURE STORY

Laying Off
Employees
Learn How To Do the
Dreaded Dead Kindly
and With Compassion

Written by Deb Boelkes
Photo by Bill Sawalich

I

n March, the world suffered a huge shock. As the economy ground to a halt,
layoffs and furloughs reverberated throughout the labor market. Six months
later, the pandemic is still with us. So are the layoffs. Hundreds of thousands of
workers—mostly in industries like travel/tourism, entertainment, and cosmetics—
have lost their jobs, while others have been warned that “temporary” furloughs will
become permanent.
In other words, it seems likely that a landslide of layoffs is coming. Obviously, this
prospect is grim for employees. However, it’s also hard on leaders who struggle to
deliver the news with kindness to employees who may be increasingly fragile.
This level of uncertainty is really tough on the psyche. When we do have to deliver
bad news, it’s even more critical to do so with love.
Great leaders let people go in the same way they lead: with compassion, integrity,
candor, and the assurance that employees do have what it takes to thrive in the future.
Heartfelt leaders inspire employees, engage their emotions, and help them pinpoint and pursue their passions. Over the course of my career, I have strived to be an
example of what heartfelt leadership looks like in action—even when having to let an
employee go.
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FEATURE STORY
right next to my team member, turning
Read on for tips about how to fire
toward him. I was right there next to this
someone the heartfelt way:
employee as I laid out the details of what
Above all, follow the Golden Rule.
was going to happen.
If you must lay somebody off, the best
Obviously, this physical closeness likely
approach to take is “Do unto others
can’t happen now due to social distancas you would have them do unto you.”
ing. But leaders can and must find a way
The Golden Rule is a guiding principle
to maintain that spirit of human connecthat leaders should live by every day
tion and caring—even if you must deliver
and is never more important than when
the bad news via video chat.
employees are at their most vulnerable.
Schedule a one-on-one meeting when
Imagine how you would want to be
you have a lot of time because you will
treated if you were to lose your job and
want to offer plenty of space for the
move forward with that feeling in mind.
conversation. If you keep your message
You would not want to hear bad news
authentic, from the heart, and honest,
via email or a mass Zoom call, or to be
then they will be more likely to receive it
treated as if you didn’t matter to your
well.
supervisor and your company.
Spell out their unique strengths—and
When you must communicate bad
reassure them that they’ll be able to
news, consider the following guidelines:
leverage those strengths again. This is
n Be honest and transparent. Tell
a time, in particular, when people need
employees what you know as soon as you
to be reminded of the gifts they bring to
know it. If there is something you don’t
the table. Be specific as you recount the
yet know, tell them that too.
many contributions the person has made
n Share the bad news up front. There is
to the team and the organization. Share
no way to do this painlessly, so rip off the
how much you honor, respect and adBand-Aid.
mire them, and remind them that other
n Spell out exactly how you arrived
organizations will recognize and value
at the decision to lay off people. For
their skills and abilities as well.
example, you might put things in perReassure
spective by
the
person
explaining
There’s no escaping the discomfort and
that
these
how COVID
pain caused by layoffs, but these steps
is disrupting keep the suffering to a minimum. You have terrible times
won’t last
the industry.
Respect your the responsibility to send an employee off forever. A
into the job market hopeful and inspired, sense of hope
employees
not angry or hurt.
may be the
enough to
best gift you
share your
can give them
strategy and
right
now.
how the company will move forward.
Help them brainstorm their next step.
n Be very clear on what will happen
After
you have broken the news, roll up
next: what the time frames will be, what
your
sleeves
and make yourself an ally
severance will look like, etc.
to
employees
as they begin envisioning
n Tell them what benefits they will be
their
future.
Discuss
with them what they
able to keep. Maybe they’ll be able to
would really love to be doing going forkeep healthcare coverage for a while.
ward. Brainstorm the types of jobs they
Some companies may let people keep
would love to have. Review the kinds of
their computers.
companies in the local region or elsen Assure them that being laid off isn’t
where that might have good opportunitheir fault.
ties for them to do the things they really
n Tell them you love and care about
want to do.
them.
To get the ball rolling, ask, “What is
Maybe you can’t be by their side,
important to you in life, and what makes
physically—but you can be emotionally.
you excited about your career?” Listen
Early in my career, I had to lay off my
closely to each response.
team when I worked for AT&T. When
Wholeheartedly commit to helping
my first team member came into my ofthem find their next role. Assure the emfice, I motioned for him to sit on the sofa
ployee that you will do everything in your
instead of in one of the chairs on the
power to help them land their dream job.
opposite side of my desk. I immediately
Call around to any contacts you have and
came out from behind my desk and sat
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inquire about potential job opportunities for each member of your staff. Give
referrals freely. Help them come up with
stretch assignments that will give them
more experience and prepare them for
potential opportunities they are interested in pursuing.
When they do find other opportunities, coach them through the interview
process. Touch base with the team member through his or her interview process
at other companies. Make yourself available to run mock interviews and check
in often to see how they are doing. They
will appreciate having a mentor through
this challenging process.
Is it unorthodox to keep in touch with
employees after you let them go? Perhaps.
But if you truly care about someone, you
will want to. And who knows? You may
be able to bring the person back at a later
date.

When I had to lay off my team at
AT&T, each employee went off to better,
more exciting positions. A few started
their own businesses, and I was even
able to bring back others as contractors.
The point? Just because you’re letting
someone go doesn’t mean his or her life
is over.
There’s no escaping the discomfort
and pain caused by layoffs, but these
steps keep the suffering to a minimum.
You have the responsibility to send an
employee off into the job market feeling
hopeful and inspired, not angry or hurt.
If you’ve done your job right and acted
from a place of love, they’ll leave knowing that the best part of their lives are
still ahead.
Deb Boelkes is the award-winning author
of The WOW Factor Workplace: How to
Create a Best Place to Work Culture and
Heartfelt Leadership: How to Capture the
Top Spot and Keep on Soaring.

PARTNER.
We’re in this together.
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veterans in the workplace

St. Louis’ Top Veterans
Valued
Vets
WORDS RON AMELN
PHOTOS BILL SAWALICH

T

his month, we
are proud to
present some
of the Top Veterans
in the Workplace.
These veterans not
only served their
country with pride
and dedication, they
are now serving local
businesses. Their
experiences and talents
are helping build some
of the region’s fastestgrowing firms.
These are not your
average Vets, they are
the best in the region.

Ben Murphy | HandyVets Inc.
Title: Principal Owner
Industry? Home Services – Handy Man – General Contractor –
Licensed Electrical
www.HandyVets.com
What was your branch of service? USMC
What skills/experiences in your service career have helped you become
a better employee at your company?
Leadership, attention to detail, quick thinking, and the ability to delete
the word “try” from my vocabulary all come to mind. However, core
values really stand out to me: Honor, Courage and Commitment. These
three words go beyond the battlefield or the squad bays of MCRD.
These three words are the foundation that I live by.
Honor: To be honorable with our estimates and business dealings.
Courage: To have the courage to own up to a mistake or fix things that
don’t go as planned.
Commitment: This is the glue that holds it all together. The “I will
until” mentality.
What advice would you give to service members just starting their
civilian careers?
Remember your core values. Don’t forget where you just came from, and
don’t fall back into old pre-military habits. Most importantly, know that
most of the people you interact with in the civilian world have not seen
what you’ve seen, heard what you’ve heard, or experienced what you’ve
experienced. That does NOT mean you are alone! Find a Veteran organization to connect with – VFW, American Legion, AMVETS, or Marine
Corps League. You’ve got this!! And if all else fails, Sir and Ma’am will
help you a lot. Thanks for your Service. Semper Fi
What led you to your industry? I had a construction /electrical background prior to the military.
Who is your role model and what have you learned from him or her?
I would have to say my father, Mike Murphy. He has been self-employed
and very successful my entire life. He is one of my first calls if I have
business or life questions.
What has made you successful in your industry?
Our core values and a good company name, but most of all our team-both present and past. n
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veterans in the workplace

In The Workplace
Angel Russell | Veterans Home Care
Title: Client Services
Industry: In-Home Services
www.veteranshomecare.com
What was your branch of service? I served in the Army from 2007-2011 with a deployment to Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba.
What skills/experiences in your service career have helped you become a better employee at your company?
I have gained so much from my time in the service. One thing that has made the biggest impact on my career is
the fact they have turned me into a fighter. Not in a physical sense, but in a way that I am able to use my voice
to fight for others who can no longer fight for themselves. We don’t abandon people, and that’s so important.
What advice would you give to service members just starting their civilian careers? It’s tough making the
transition from Solider to Civilian. Stick to your core values and, if you feel overwhelmed, please reach out! You
have gained the biggest family there is to have, and you should lean on them. Lean on them for support. Lean
on them for advice, but most importantly, never feel as though you must do it on your own. That’s what we are
all here for.
What led you to your industry? When I started my job search, my keyword for my search was
“Veteran,”because I knew I wanted to help those who not only have helped me, but those who have literally
helped us as a nation. That search led me to Veterans Home Care. I researched the company thoroughly by
checking their reviews from the Better Business Bureau and scrutinizing their website. What Bonnie and Howard Laiderman are doing is remarkable. I knew at that moment my mission aligned with the company’s mission:
assist veterans who protected our freedom to stay in their homes and live with dignity.
Who is your role model and what have you learned from him or her? As cliché as it may sound, my mother
who is also a veteran. We all go through our trials, but the way we respond and the actions we take can define
who we are. She has shown me there is an abundance of strength within a person that gives you the ability to
overcome anything the world has to throw at you. Nothing is ever perfect and there is always room for improvement. To improve, we must learn from our mistakes.
What’s the best part of your job? The best part of my job is hearing happiness on the other end of the phone.
Knowing that what I am doing is truly changing the lives of so many people. Hearing the stories and building
relationships and trust. I don’t think my clients realize the impact they have also had on my life.
What has made you successful in your industry? Having the support system that I have in the workplace does
help a lot. We are all like family there, and everyone is there to help you pick yourself up and dust yourself off.
My clients, however, are a major part of that success. Nobody is just a name to me, and every conversation I
have with a veteran or family member is always personal. This isn’t just a job; this is a real part of who I am. I
have cried with spouses and children. I have listened to both happiness and sadness. I have built relationships
with those with whom I never would have spoken if it wasn’t for Veterans Home Care. n
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veterans in the workplace
Wayne Kaufman | The Kaufman Fund

Giving Back To Veterans Who Sacrificed
Wayne Kaufman ran a successful
home improvement business for
several decades and still works in
sales with Dalco Home Remodeling. However, his most significant
impact in the St. Louis area began
30 years ago when he founded The
Kaufman Fund.
With Kaufman’s leadership, The
Kaufman Fund has grown into
the “go-to” place for area veterans
and their families who need assistance. The 501(c)3 charity helps
veterans who need assistance with
food, shelter, clothing, dental care,
and mental health. Since 1990,
the organization has raised and
distributed more than $1.5 million.
All funds raised stay in the St Louis
region, and currently, the organization gives away nearly 90% of all
revenue in support of this mission.
Kaufman began his own military
career in 1968 when he enlisted in
the Army after graduating from Pattonville High School. A year later
he was serving in Vietnam, where
he became a sergeant. During his
time in the Vietnam War, Kaufman
was awarded the Bronze Star and a
Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster.
“When you go into basic training, that is the No. 1 shocker,”
Kaufman said, looking back on
his military experience. “You really
wake up and smell the roses when
those drill instructors start yelling at you. For me, the military was a very good, unbelievable experience. It gives you the discipline you need for whatever type of career and
future you are going to have.”
When he returned stateside, he never forgot his brothers and sisters in the military
and tirelessly worked to bring awareness and assistance to veterans who need help. He
began The Kaufman Fund in memory of his late brother Ralph, an Air Force veteran.
The Kaufman Fund is known for its unique programs. For example, when Kaufman
started receiving calls for help from veterans in need of dental care, the organization
contacted local dentists for assistance. Today, more than 20 dentists are providing probono dental care to veterans in the region. The organization offers a similar program
for veterans in need of legal help. More than 40 St. Louis attorneys provide either probono or reduced-rate services to area veterans.
Looking back, Kaufman said the thank you letters and emails from veterans helped
by the organization is the most rewarding aspect of his work with the organization.
“The emotional thank you’s that we receive from these veterans, children and families…I get the chills just thinking about it,” Kaufman said. “We’re so blessed to help
so many people. It is amazing the stories we hear and the impact we make on so many
lives. I’m very passionate about helping people in general but especially veterans.”
For more information on the Kaufman Fund, visit www.thekaufmanfund.org.n
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George GW Slaughter |
Midwest Veterans Chamber of Commerece
Title: Executive Director
Industry: Commerce
http://midwestveterans
chamber.com/
Branch of Service: ARMY
What skills/experiences
in your service career have
helped you become a better
employee at your company?
The military taught me that
unity and common cause are
the keys to victory.
What advice would you give
to service members just starting their civilian careers?
My advice to new civilians
starting their careers is to
build a coalition of good
people as quickly as possible.
What led you to your industry?
I wanted to highlight and
work with veterans who are
successful and seeking success
in the business world. I want
people not to see veterans
viscerally as needy and/or
broken.
Who is your role model and
what have you learned from
him or her?
My role models have always
been my family members. My
grandparents were bold and
resilient. My parents were
both brilliant educators.
What’s the best part of your
job?
The best part of my job is
winning. Not winning in the
traditional sense. Winning is
empathically connecting with
my people as they win.
What has made you successful in your industry?
Being genuine and committed make me successful. n
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Advising with Vision®.

Meet the CPAs and business advisors who can help you thrive –
like our Chief Operating Officer, Quinn Martin.
We congratulate and honor Quinn Martin, our Chief Operating Officer, for being recognized
as a Top Veteran in the Workplace. Quinn is a true leader, and we thank him for his service
and work in his professional career as well.

ON THE
RISE
CONGR ATUL ATIONS Rebecca Walker, SVP Mortgage

Services, and Chris Imming, SVP Commercial Banking,
for being recognized by Small Business Monthly
as Top Executive Honorees in 2020!

Thank you to all our veterans!
muellerprost.com • 800.649.4838
muellerprost.com/covid-19

+RPH&DUHIRU9HWHUDQV
6XUYLYLQJ6SRXVHVZLWK
1R2XWRI3RFNHW&RVWV

In uncertain times, investing in our
community is as important as ever.
We salute our team members
who go above and beyond to support
this mission every day.

By banking locally with Midwest BankCentre,
$95 out of every $100 deposited locally
stays in the St. Louis region to build
St. Louis area businesses and families.

MidwestBankCentre.com
(314) 631-5500 | (800) 894 -1350

ZZZ9HWHUDQV+RPH&DUHFRP
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Quinn Martin | Mueller Prost

John Guerra| Lopata, Flegel & Company, LLP

Title: COO
Industry: Public Accounting
www.muellerprost.com

Title: Network Administrator
Industry: I work for an accounting firm, but I am an I.T.
Professional
www.lopataflegel.com

What was your branch of service?
U.S. Navy. Are there others? Hahahaha
What skills/experiences in your service
career have helped you become a better
employee at your company?
Discipline, teamwork, grit, accurate yet
prompt decisions, finishing the job,
adaptability.
What advice would you give to service
members just starting their civilian
careers?
Be proud of your military service and
recognize all the positive accomplishments you made while serving. Use those
same skills to excel in your civilian career.
Also recognize that there are differences
in the way things are handled, from decision making to HR and management – a
lot is different. Be prepared to embrace
those changes and adapt.
What led you to your industry?
I’ve always been interested in business
and finance. I researched related careers
while in the military and began pursuing
my business degree while on active duty.
As I took more and more classes, I discovered accounting and fell in love with
it. Later when I went back for my MBA,
I got more into strategy and operational
management, and so I am fortunate to be
in a industry I love (Public Accounting)
doing what I love (managing operations
of the firm).
Who is your role model and what have
you learned from him or her?
Corny, but my Dad. Don’t quit, try harder,
get better. Do something challenging every day to sharpen your personal saw.
What’s the best part of your job?
Working with the service line leaders, niche leaders and other departmental heads.
Collaborating and brainstorming are great, and then when we put a strategy in place,
manage the process, and begin seeing the results, the sense of accomplishment is awesome.
What has made you successful in your industry?
Great team members, relentless drive and commitment, investments from other people
in my development. Good mentoring and coaching, a strong desire to succeed, a little
bit of luck, and the support of my family. n
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What was your branch of
service? U.S. Army
What skills/experiences
in your service career have
helped you become a better
employee at your company?
Discipline, attention to detail,
loyalty, and personal responsibility. Maintain high standards
in these areas, and you will be
successful at anything.
What advice would you give
to service members just starting their civilian careers?
Be sure to look into resources
offered by the Department
of Veterans Affairs, especially
transition services. I’ve known
a lot of veterans who were too
proud to ask for help. The sole
purpose of the VA is to support veterans. Take advantage
of the resources you have
earned with your service.
What led you to your industry?
I’ve had an interest in computers since I was a teenager. While in the Army, I took
it upon myself to be the unofficial computer technician for my unit. I continued to
expand my skill set, and when I separated from service, I started working as a computer
operator and help-desk technician while going to college. I eventually made my way
back home to St. Louis 20 years ago, when I accepted a position with Lopata, Flegel &
Company.
Who is your role model and what have you learned from him or her?
Some people I served with might be surprised by this, but one of my role models was
my Platoon Sergeant at my first duty station, SFC Hilton Anderson. He once told me,
“A good leader lets their troops eat first.” He went on to explain the meaning of this
expression, which is to make sure that the people you are responsible for are taken care
of and have what they need before thinking of yourself. That lesson has stuck with me
for a long time.
What’s the best part of your job?
Two things: First, implementing new technology, which allows me to make the firm
more efficient and, in turn, generate increased revenue. And second, as the sole IT
person with Lopata Flegel, having responsibility in all areas and phases of our IT. So, I
am involved in everything from the day-to-day break/fix issues and system-wide maintenance/updates, all the way up to more strategic IT issues. n
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FOCUS ON: TOP BUSINESS EXECUTIVES

The A-Players
Finding the right people to help you move your buisness
forward is a big challenge. Learn the motivations and
traits of St. Louis’ most remarkable employees.
PHOTO BILL SAWALICH

Diane
Fanning | AW Health Care
					
		
What was your first job? My first professional job was that of a treating Physical
Therapist Assistant. I provided therapy to
seniors within a Skilled Nursing Facility.
I loved what I was doing, but I was interested in more responsibility. Within one
year, I was given my first opportunity as
a supervisor and to develop my management skills by overseeing other therapists
on my team at the rehab center. I was
met with new challenges, but I loved it!
That opportunity helped pave the way
for me to grow professionally over the
years and take on greater challenges.
What led you to your industry? My
interest in healthcare piqued with a
job I had in high school working at the
former Deaconess Hospital in St. Louis.
I was working in dietary, serving food
trays to the patients throughout the
hospital. It was there that I realized how
much I liked working in a “medical-type”
environment. I embraced the fast-pace of
the physicians and nurses and knew that
I wanted to pursue this type of career for
my future. Even in this role, I was given
opportunities to train new staff and serve
as “manager in charge” when they needed a fill-in. This gave me that management role that I also desired and brought
a clear balance to my career path.
What was the smartest thing your company did in the past year? These past
few months have been a challenge for
most companies due to the pandemic,
but AW Health Care has persevered! As
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a progressive company that is managed by
3 strong, successful women, who are “out
of the box” thinkers, we took on new challenges to being true “front-line” workers.
We made weekly calls to our patients, ensuring their safety, assessing for adequate
food supply, and supporting their medical
care needs. If they needed our help, we
were there to provide it!
Who is your role model and what have
you learned from him/her? My role model would have to be my father. He passed
away in 2014, but his work ethic has had a
profound effect on me. He was passionate
about his career and instilled in all of his
children: “Without a strong work ethic,
you have nothing.” His drive and determination made it possible for me to succeed
in my role as a manager in my previous
job positions and in my current role as a
Director of Sales.
What’s the best part of your job? The
best part of my job with AW Health Care
would have to be the people I work for. I
report directly to the owners of the healthcare agency, and I value each of them for
their drive, compassion, and perseverance. They have given me the opportunity
to grow and develop my own skills as a
Director, as well the autonomy to help
grow THEIR business. This has been
such a unique opportunity and a thrilling
adventure over my last 15 years with this
organization: I started with AW when we
had 1 office and about 30 employees; now
we have 3 offices and over 500 employees!
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TOP business executives
Rebecca Walker| Midwest BankCentre

Thomas Lewis| Krilogy

Position: SVP, Mortgage Services

Position: Counsel & Chief
Compliance Officer

What was your first job? In high school, I started
a part-time job at Fazoli’s.
What was your worst job? I do not feel I’ve had
a worst job. I’m thankful for every experience
because I believe each job was an opportunity to
help me learn and grow in numerous ways.
What led you to your industry? A friend was
working in the mortgage industry and thought I
would be a good fit.
What was the smartest thing your company did
in the past year? Over the past year, our company
has strategically implemented technology in various ways throughout the organization,
which has better positioned us to work efficiently and effectively even during COVID.
Who is your role model and what have you learned from him/her? My role model is
my dad. He is the hardest worker I know and always strives to put his best foot forward.
Whether it be through his contributions to our country as a member of the US Air
Force or his role as a single parent, he is someone I want to emulate and make proud.
What’s the best part of your job? The best part of my job is the ability to help people,
which I get to do every day.
What is your favorite part of St. Louis? My favorite part of St. Louis is the amazing
variety of culture. As part of a military family, I was given the opportunity to travel to
many places around the world, and it’s nice to be able to experience this in your own
hometown. Whether it’s food, shopping, events, etc., there’s something for everyone to
enjoy, learn and appreciate.

Congratulations
Robert Pennell
Honored as one of
STL’s BEST ATTORNEYS
by Small Business Monthly
Your dedication to the success of our clients
and the entire community is truly extraordinary.

314.863.1555 www.RGP-Law.com

The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
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What was your first job?
Lifeguard
What was your worst job?
Tie between Janitor or Waste
Collector
What led you to your industry?
From a young age, I was always
intrigued by the idea of helping
people achieve their retirement
goals through planning and
execution. At the same time,
I am passionate about the law
and helping people who cannot
not advocate for themselves.
Ultimately, I chose the law first.
I began practicing law 16 years
ago. Ten years ago, I was able to
move in-house and practice law
in the financial services industry. My focus today remains advocation through collaborating
with my Krilogy teammates to
build services that better serve
our clients and meet the firm’s
fiduciary obligations.
What was the smartest thing
your company did in the past
year? The company continues
to fiercely protect its culture by
devoting energy to recruiting,
developing and maintaining the right
talented advisors and staff. As a part of
this focus, we developed and piloted a
work-from-home initiative at the end of
2019 that maintained our culture while
providing additional flexibility to our
talented advisors and staff. As a result,
the firm did not skip a beat when this
pandemic hit and has been able to maintain the firm’s culture from a distance.
Who is your role model and what have
you learned from him/her? Both of my
parents. My mother started a company
from the basement of my childhood
home that grew to a large business
employing many Missourians. She taught
me how to seize opportunity, but to do
so in a way that lifts others up at the
same time. My father is an engineer by
trade. He has always been an amazing

sounding board for helping me identify
and strengthen areas of weakness in
plans. Both have provided me unwavering support throughout my professional
journey.
What’s the best part of your job? Working with advisors and support staff, both
as individuals and at committee levels,
to build both internal and external tools
and services in order to more deeply
serve our clients in achieving their goals.
What is your favorite part of St. Louis?
I was born and raised in St. Louis. St.
Louis is a close-knit, family friendly community that is made up of good people
who go out of their way to welcome and
help others.
WWW.SBMON.COM

TOP business executives
Chris Imming| Midwest BankCentre

Diane Fanning

Position: Senior Vice President of Commercial Banking at Midwest BankCentre

for receiving the 2020
Small Business Monthly’s Top
Executives in the Workplace
Award.

What was your first job? My first job,
that actually came along with me receiving a real paycheck and subsequently
learning about paying taxes, was in early
high school when I worked at KB Toys at
the St. Louis Galleria Mall. The job was
great, and it was nice to finally have a
little bit of spending money, but working
there around the holidays is something I
definitely do not miss. I absolutely learned
to appreciate those who put in the time
and long hours working retail around
that time of the year, because it sure is
demanding and challenging.
What led you to your industry? My main
undergraduate degree in college was in
Finance and Banking, so I always had a
desire to get into banking. I really enjoy
the combination of quantitative and social skills required to be successful in our
industry, as well as appreciating the role
the banking industry plays in contributing
to the successful growth of businesses and
individuals as a crucial source of capital
and financial intermediation. The competitive and dynamic nature of the industry
in an ever changing environment, making
it consistently fun and engaging, was a
major draw for me as well.
What was the smartest thing your
company did in the past year? Credit to
our team at every level as we have accomplished a tremendous amount over the
past year. Even prior to the pandemic,
Midwest BankCentre was continually
embracing technology and innovation
with the Bank’s business transformation
initiative, which centers around people,
processes, and technology in order to
drive increased scalability and personalization. Our recent technology implementation successes, which includes the
employment of multiple new or enhanced
platforms, have allowed us to quickly
adapt to the current economic environment. This includes embracing remote
work while still providing high touch
customer service, in order to align with
our values-based, customer-centric and
digital-first approach.
Who is your role model and what have
you learned from him/her? My parents
are my role models. They are both so tremendously caring, loyal, and hardworking,
WWW.SBMON.COM

Congratulations

All your friend’s at
Aging Well Health Care
are proud and honored to have
you as a member of our team.

while always focused on putting others
first and leading by example. They have
instilled in me the significance of trust
as a building block of both personal and
business life, and how it is earned, not
given, can take years to build, seconds to
destroy, and forever to repair, so always be
true to yourself and treat others with the
highest level of integrity. Lastly, but most
importantly, they have taught me to enjoy
life to its fullest, and to cherish every
moment, since every day is a blessing that
should be treated as such.
What’s the best part of your job? First
and foremost, it starts with the relationships created and developed both inside
and outside of the organization, as everything related to success requires a strong
team and foundation. It is exciting and
rewarding to cultivate long-term partnerships with a diverse group of people across
various backgrounds, economic situations,
and industries in order to help everyone
dream big and rise together.
What is your favorite part of St. Louis?
The people. St. Louis is a big city with an
easy going small town feel with people
willing to help one another for the greater
good of our region. St. Louisans show
incredible generosity and compassion by
coming together to support one another
for a variety of reasons and causes. Like every other city, we still have plenty of room
for improvement and growth, but with the
immense drive and determination of our
residents, I am confident we will continue
to progress into being a national leader on
many fronts.

MO: 314.726.5600
IL: 618.344.8800
www.awhealthcare.com
AW Health Care is a local, women-owned
enterprise, ranked in the top 10% of all home
health agencies in the St. Louis region.
Utilizing a comprehensive care model,
AW delivers the highest standard of quality
healthcare at lower costs.

WORK
SPACE
AVAILABLE
(636)441-6880
• FREE COFFEE • FREE WIFI • FREE BUSINESS COUNSELING
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Reach Area Decision Makers:
Purchase A Booth Listing At the 2020
St. Louis Business Expo Digital Event

ship, the EDC of St. Charles County offers
business site selection services, financing,
incubation, counseling and training, and other
services for startups, existing local companies,
and businesses looking to move into the community.

2020 St. Louis

Electro Savings Credit Union
Pat Pettey
1805 Craigshire Road
St. Louis, MO 63146
314.434.6470 x1406
businessservices@escu.org
www.escu.org
Because running your business is about more
than money, but we can help with that too. You
have enough to worry about. Whether you’re
just getting started or already established, rely
on Electro as the solid financial partner you
need.

BizExpo &

VIRTUAL SHOW
OctoberDecember
2020

Business Growth Conference

Presented by:

ALL LISTINGS $200.
Visit www.stlexpo.com to reserve your space.

Advanced Ergonomic Concepts, Inc.
AAA Auto Club of Missouri
Laurie Wall
Abby Prather
11760 Westline Industrial Dr
900 E. County Line Road. Suite 105
St Louis, MO 63146 EXPERT-LED SEMINARS
Ridgeland,
MS 39157
KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS
EXHIBIT BOOTHS
lawall@advan-ergo.com
Prather.abby@aaamissouri.com
314-994-0500
601-850-3576
Digital Event Will Begin October 14 And
Stay Online Throughout 2020
www.advan-ergo.com
www.aaa.com
We elevate your comfort at work. First a free
With
insurance,
Roadside
disPurchasing
An Exhibit
BoothAssistance,
Listing
mini ergo-consult to discuss your needs. Next,
counts,
travel
planning,
and more, your AAA
For The
Digital
Expo Event:
Let Prospectsnever
Know stops
More About
How for you. We
our quality
ergonomic
seating,
sit-stand prodmembership
working
(Note:
All listings
will also appear
in SBM
YouaCan
Help of
Them.
What isthat
Included:
uctseditions
and ergonomic
recommendaoffer
variety
benefits
can help pay for
print
(Oct., Nov., accessories
& Dec.)
Company Name
tions. We’ll help you work in comfort whether
theContact
cost ofName
your membership. And you’ll be able
working
at home or in the office.
to manage
Address your account information, add famSign
Up Today.
State, ZIP
ily City,
members,
access online discounts, and more
pat@sbmon.com
Beacon Recovery
Systems
by phone
registering with me.
314.569.0076,
ext. 109
email
11939
Manchester
Road, #243
social media
Or Sign Up at stlexpo.com
40 word company description
St. Louis, MO 63131
(Under
Buy
A
Booth)
Video Links
Info@BeaconRecoverySystems.com
Absopure
Water Company
636-386-3913
Michael Morris
www.BeaconRecoverySystems.com
1205 Paragon Drive
Beacon Recovery help business owners and
O’Fallon, IL 62269
property investors solve cash flow problems by
314-540-6390
collecting their old court-awarded judgments
mmorris@absopure.com
and bad debts that their attorney failed to colabsopure.com
lect. No recovery - No fee! You can’t lose. Call
facebook.com/absopure
today for a free assessment of your case.
Absopure is a family-owned refreshment delivery services provider, offering direct delivery of
water and coffee-related goods to homes and
Brown Smith Wallace
offices throughout the Midwest. The company
Tanza Smith
offers bottled water delivery, water coolers, of6 Cityplace Dr., Ste 900
fice coffee service, water filtration systems, and
St. Louis, MO
general necessities.
63141-7194
tsmith@bswllc.com
Action Logistix
417-844-3298
Josh Browell
www.brownsmithwallace.com
12179 St. Charles Rock Road
Brown Smith Wallace is a nationally recognized,
Bridgeton, MO 63044
top 100, full-service CPA and business advisory
josh.browell@actionlogistix.com
firm offering accounting, tax and audit services
314-757-0904
as well as a wide variety of business consulting
www.ActionLogistix.com
services.
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/action-logistix
EDC of St. Charles
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/actionScott J. Drachnik
logistix
5988 Mid Rivers Mall Drive
Google - www.ActionLogistix.com
St. Charles, MO 63304
Action Logistix was named One of the Fast636-441-6880, ext. 226
est Growing Businesses in St. Louis by SBM
sdrachnik@edcscc.com
2020/21. We help companies find high caliber
www.edcscc.com
warehouse talent. It all starts with our detailed
Established in 1990 as a public-private partnerpre-employment testing. That’s all we do!

ALL LISTINGS: $200
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HR Managed
Holly Perryman
hperryman@hrmanaged.com
314-952-2539
www.hrmanaged.com
HR Managed offers human resources, talent
acquisition, and training consultation services
to small and medium size companies. We
develop custom solutions that align with your
business strategy. Our services are scalable from
primary HR administration to next level advisory support to interim support during leaves or
vacancies.
INB, N.A.
Max Mitts
100 Chesterfield Business Parkway, Ste. 310
Chesterfield, MO 63005-1271
MMITTS@INB.COM
636-730-2513
www.inb.com
INB is a locally owned, Springfield, IL-based
bank with a Commercial Loan Production
Office (LPO) in Chesterfield, MO. INB is a full
service, Nationally-chartered, bank. Our LPO
in Chesterfield serves commercial clients in the
Midwest market and is seeking new relationships.
Justine Petersen
Nikki Wilson , Asset Building Counselor
1023 N Grand Blvd Saint Louis Mo 63106
314-533-2411-X120
nwilson@justinepetersen.org
www.justinepetersen.org
Justine PETERSEN (JP) is a Missouri not-forprofit 501(c) (3) corporation that connects
institutional resources with the needs of low- to
moderate-income families so they can build
long- term assets through credit building and financial education, homeownership preparation
and retention, and micro-enterprise lending and
training.
Liberty One Software
877-379-8279
www.businessmanager365.com
Liberty One Software is a nationwide software
distribution company for Business Manager
365, which is a fully integrated business management software package. Business Manager
365 is focused on helping service based businesses streamline work processes and integrate
data sharing, to maximize profitability and
reduce the need for multiple pieces of software
to manage your business.

Publishing Concepts
Joe Clote
6590 Scanlan Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63139
(314) 781-8880
jclote@pc40.com
https://www.facebook.com/MissouriMeetingsAndEvents
For 28 years, Publishing Concepts, LLC has
produced books, websites, and marketing
collateral for self-publishing authors, small businesses, and large corporations. Additionally,
Publishing Concepts, LLC designs and prints
posters, brochures, tradeshow collateral, and
promotional products that bring awareness to
clients’ multi-media projects.
Rise Marketing Solutions
Amber Kraus
6457 Cedar Ridge Ln.
Edwardsville, IL 62025
618-600-2156
amber@risemarketingsolutions.net
www.risemarketingsolutions.net
Rise Marketing Solutions assists small businesses in achieving their goals by providing digital
marketing services that are affordable and
accessible at a variety of levels. We specialize in
targeted digital advertising, web development
and social media management.
Signing Edge
James Frost
2233 Appaloosa Trail
High Ridge, MO 63049
james@signingedge.com
636-692-4630
www.signingedge.com
Social Media Sites https://www.facebook.com/
signingedge https://twitter.com/SigningEdge
https://www.instagram.com/signing_edge/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/signingedge/?viewAsMember=true
Signing Edge is a 100 percent Deaf-owned company that focuses on providing high-quality sign
language interpreting services that empowers
Deaf and Hard of Hearing people to communicate effectively with Hearing people.
SimpleBiz360
Jeffrey R. Mason
PO Box 81
Cottleville, MO 63338
jeff@simplebiz360.com
636-399-8076
www.simplebiz360.com
We deliver business health and growth through
simple suggestions that dramatically increase
customer satisfaction.
Winning Technologies
Scott Lewis
636-379-8279
www.winningtech.com
Slewis@winningtech.com
Winning Technologies is a Business Management company that specializes in the selection,
implementation, management and support of
technology initiatives. Visit www.winningtech.
com for more information.and LibertyOne.
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MAKING
EVENTS
SOCIALLY

“
(distanced) “
ACCEPTABLE “

͞ǁĞƐŽŵĞƐŚŽǁƐ͘ǀĞƌǇŽŶĞŝƐ
ĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇĂŶĚŚĞůƉĨƵůĂŶĚŽǀŝĚ
'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ&ŽůůŽǁĞĚ͊͟
͞/ŐŽƚŽĞǀĞƌǇƐŚŽǁ/ĐĂŶŚĞƌĞ͘
dŚĞƉůĂĐĞŝƐĂůǁĂǇƐĐůĞĂŶĂŶĚ
ŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞĚ͘ǀĞƌǇŽŶĞŚĂƐĂůǁĂǇƐ
ďĞĞŶĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇĂƐǁĞůů͘͟
͞sĞƌǇĐůĞĂŶ͕ĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇƐƚĂī͕
ƉƌĞĐĂƵƟŽŶƐƚŽŬĞĞƉƵƐƐĂĨĞ͊͟

What’s new?

Why SCCC?

St. Charles is excited to be one of the
ŽŶůǇ ĐŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶ ĐĞŶƚĞƌƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
ŵŝĚͲǁĞƐƚ ƚŽ ŚĂǀĞ ĂŶ Ăŝƌ ŝŽŶŝǌĂƟŽŶ
technology that neutralizes 99.9% of
Covid-19. Visit our website for the
full press release about AtmosAir
^ŽůƵƟŽŶƐdĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ͘

ͻϭϱϰ͕ϬϬϬƐƋ͘Ō͘ŽĨŇĞǆŝďůĞƐƉĂĐĞ
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ͻƩĂĐŚĞĚŚŽƚĞů
ͻ/ŶͲŚŽƵƐĞĂƵĚŝŽǀŝƐƵĂůΘĚĞĐŽƌĂƟŶŐ
ͻƵƐƚŽŵŝǌĞĚŝŶͲŚŽƵƐĞĐĂƚĞƌŝŶŐ
ͻŽŵƉůŝŵĞŶƚĂƌǇǁŝͲĮ
ͻ,ŽƐƉŝƚĂůƋƵĂůŝƚǇĂŝƌ
CALL TODAY

636.669.3000

ONE CONVENTION CENTER PLAZA | ST. CHARLES, MO 63303 | STCHARLESCONVENTIONCENTER.COM

Our job is to uncover, discover and document your story and exactly what makes
you special. Many times, businesses have great stories to tell, but they don’t know
how to share what makes them special. We discover who they really are, and we
bring that to the surface.”
Chris Ryan, Owner and Creative Director, Once Films

The Story Is All Around You

E

Local Film and Video Firm Brings Out
What Makes Area Businesses Special

very business has something that
makes it special. Maybe it’s your oneof-a-kind customer service. Or maybe
it’s the relationship you have with clients
or your staff. It might even be a process
you’ve developed that is second to none.
The challenge for many companies is communicating their stories in a way that gets
customers and prospects engaged.
One St. Louis-based firm is solving that
challenge for area companies and nonprofits. Once Films, a St. Louis boutique film
and video production company, specializes
in creating documentary-style content for
commercial advertising, nonprofit and
corporate clients. Now in its 10th year,
the company has created almost 900 video
projects.
“There are more to businesses than
just a logo,” said Chris Ryan, owner and
creative director. “We want people to see
inside of those companies and know what
they are all about. These days, many people
are making decisions based on emotional
components, not just features or price. We
help get that story out in a digital world.

Project for Dakota Grizzly at 4 Hands Brewery
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We work closely with agencies,
businesses and nonprofits to develop, discover and document
all that makes a brand special.
It is not enough to get your
message out there. People are
looking for entertainment and
engagement with that brand.”
The Once Films staff have
become experts in bringing
out the unique stories for each
client. The company has earned
some of the industry’s highChris Ryan, Owner/Director and Eric Cloutman,
est awards: 4 national ADDY
Awards from the AAF (and 58 Production Manager at the Once Films Studio.
total Addy Awards), three Communication
time. It’s fun to bring that to life.”
Arts Awards of Excellence in magazine feaIn just 10 short years, the company has
tures, 19 Mid-America Emmy Awards and a become one of the nation’s top film and
Clio Award. While the awards are all great
video production company. Once Films
honors, Ryan said one of the firm’s proudeven earned Inc. Magazine’s 2020 List of
est achievements is helping its nonprofit
250 of the most successful companies in
organizations raise hundreds of millions of
the Midwest. Despite the growth, Ryan said
dollars in charitable contributions as part
the firm has purposely stayed small.
of video fundraising projects.
“We want clients to be able to afford us,”
“Our work makes a positive impact on
he said. “We want to make our work accescountless lives, strengthens the community
sible, so everyone at all budget ranges can
we live and work in, and pushes our
find a way to work with us.”
craft forward in a meaningful way,”
“The key to our success has been the relaRyan said.
tionships we’ve built with customers. We
He said when his team meets with
generally care and love the projects we work
a client, the goal is to help that client
on and the people that work with us.”
discover and bring out their unique
story. “We go in and learn about what
they do and what makes them special,”
Ryan said. “Our job is to bring that
out and bring it to life to get people
interested and engaged. It is so much
fun to see a new client watch a rough
oncefilms.com
cut for the first time. Our clients’ light
314.282.4001
up when they see the video for the first
Companies To Know
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GUEST COLUMN
by orvin kimbrough

A 10-Point Playbook for Small Businesses
During the COVID-19 Pandemic

SIMPLOY
Human
Resources

Beneﬁts
Beneﬁts
Payroll
Workers’
Compensation

Employee Turnover

WWW.SBMON.COM

pay yourself back within three to five
years with interest, talk to your insurance
representative about temporarily drawing on the cash value of your whole life
insurance policy to weather the storm.
Crowdfunding is another option, using
platforms such as GoFundMe.
7. Secure debt before distress. The
best time to take on debt from a financial institution is when you are not in
distress. If your company is a small- or
medium-sized enterprise in good financial condition, but you anticipate
trouble, access a line of credit now to
buffer a future cash flow crunch.
8. Apply for government help. Pursue
every government program with the
potential to help your business. Build
a relationship with a local, communitybased bank or one that is friendly
to small businesses. Understand the
benefits, disadvantages and fine print
of each option. SBA loan programs are
great for purchasing a building, and PPP
loans were helpful to keeping employees
on the payroll. The Missouri Department of Economic Development and
Illinois offer emergency grants and loans,
including emergency grants of up to
$50,000 for Missouri small businesses.
Some cities offer help as well. The City
of St. Louis has established a fund to
help small businesses, subject to approval
of the CARES Act budget by the Board
of Aldermen.
9. Know your fixed costs and negotiate. For bank loans, see if you can pay
interest only for a period or refinance
to a lower rate. This may be difficult as
banks are tightening up credit in general.
Try to renegotiate your lease terms, perhaps making rent a percentage of sales or
profits instead of a fixed contract.
10. Treat your banker like a trusted
advisor. The more transparent you
are, the more your bank can help you
through this difficult time.
For everyone who can, support small
businesses. If you have a platform, use
your influence to fight for them. When
they suffer, so do our local economies,
neighborhoods and families. When they
succeed, we all thrive. n
Orvin T. Kimbrough is chairman and
CEO of Midwest BankCentre, the secondlargest locally owned community bank serving
the St. Louis region.

Growth

W

hile Congress debates the
next relief package, there’s
widespread agreement that
the U.S. hasn’t paid enough attention to
the nation’s smallest businesses. Small
businesses comprise 99.9% of all U.S.
businesses, employing 58.9 million or
47.5% of the nation’s workforce. The
vast majority are microbusinesses with
just one to five employees and are more
likely to be minority-owned.
This 10-point playbook offers strategies
to act on now to weather the pandemic.
1. Know what’s in your control and
what is not. Don’t hold out hope that
the government or others will come to
the rescue. Set your mind on what you
can do.
2. Choose your mindset. Defeat starts
with our frame of mind. So does winning. Ask for help, and actively pursue
all the options you can imagine.
3. Understand your balance sheet
and cash flow. How much short-term
and intermediate liquidity do you have,
or how much money can you generate
should you need it? To calculate the
Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR)
that lenders use to measure if you can
pay back a loan, divide your net operating income by the current year’s debt
obligations. Your DSCR should be at
1.20x or more, showing you have 20%
more income than you need to cover
your current debts. If you are paying your
bills in 15 days, consider retaining more
cash on hand by stretching accounts payable to 30 days.
4. Understand your revenue concentrations and risk. For riskier clients –
those in industries most likely to struggle
in the intermediate and long term – ask
for advance payment. You may need to
build revenue in new ways.
5. Know your customer. Where are
your customers now, and what do they
need? Change your mode of delivery
if you can, particularly if you operate
using a business-to-consumer (B2C) sales
model. Get inspired by the creativity of
restaurants that have moved to carryout
and delivery and offer higher-margin
drinks to-go.
6. Borrow from yourself. If you are
confident your business will rebound in
the next 18-24 months, borrow equity
from your retirement fund and, as a last
option, your home. If you think you can

By outsourcing payroll to Simploy, you can save time with a reliable, accurate
solution to track overtime and paid time off, handle tax deductions, and more. Proven
expertise with our integrated services, including compliance, beneﬁts, payroll and
workers’ compensation, mitigates your risks and helps you sleep better at night.

Simploy has your payroll needs covered at every turn.
Integrated Payroll Solution
simploy.com
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the extraordinary workplace
by judy ryan

Are You a Transactional or a
Transformational Leader?
“Outstanding leaders go out of their way to boost the self-esteem of their personnel. If
people believe in themselves, it’s amazing what they can accomplish.”
-Sam Walton
connection between the impacts of this
prospect of mine asked me if I
concept on internal and external strugwas familiar with Transformagles. With this knowledge, people are able
tional Leadership. Our model IS
to recognize how they contribute to--and
a transformational leadership model. As
how they either move further into and
such, it is based on purpose, values and
vision. It is designed so that people within towards--inferiority complex or away from
it. With it, people are able to read the
an organization buy into and deliver the
map of specific behaviors because they see
vision of the organization as well as the
the private logic and values of each person
visions of one another. When we help
despite their trips into fear and limitation.
an organization set outcomes, we invite
Understanding Adler’s individual psyemployees to help deliver the outcomes
chology model and the important concept
together. Transformational leaders build
strong, trustworthy relationships. Here are of social interest (awareness about how
our actions cause consequences for othimportant ways we do this:
ers) shifts the priorities in group dynam1. Focus on developing leadership in
ics from power-over and power-under to
every employee so the entire workforce is
not only building trust, but also operating power-within for ALL. Adler effectively
from the full distribution of concepts and disrupts the win/lose transactional way
of treating one another and leads to
tools. As a result, our employees develop
transformational leadership development
emotional intelligence, social interest,
personal responsibility, healthy teamwork, in everyone. Some version of Adler’s
and intrinsic motivation. Trustworthiness philosophies are aligned with the best in
culture evolution today.
is foundational to our responsibility4. Use a digital platform and an
based culture model. It’s not enough that
traditional, titled leaders are developed to implementation framework. You need
such a framework to support full distribube transformational. There must be equal
tion of concepts, tools and practices when
time, money and education given to all
transitioning to and sustaining a healthy
staff. That’s why we place an emphasis on
culture.
systems, vertical team development (CEO
5. Promote systems integration using
to front-line staff) and capacity building,
a digital intranet structure so long-term
and the ability of individuals, organizasustainability of the model--and all practions or systems to perform appropritices and tools in it--are easy for clients to
ate functions effectively, efficiently and
reference and use no matter where they
sustainably as a collective.
2. Focus on leader/follower agility. We are situated.
You are a business leader. Make sure
purposely set up activities in our process
to increase flexibility in all people so each you understand the importance of shifting away from a transactional way of
can confidently shift from leading to following and vice-versa, all while consciously leading people and how to move towards
a transformational one instead. Such
supporting each other in either role.
awareness makes all the difference in your
3. Integrate Alfred Adler’s psychology
model. The reason Adler’s model is still
results. n
under-recognized is that understanding
Judy Ryan (judy@LifeworkSystems.com), huhis work would significantly shift the
man systems specialist, is owner of LifeWork
use of power from our current win/lose
Systems. Join her in her mission to create a
dynamics into radically shared power,
world in which all people love their lives. She
inclusion and equity. That’s why the
can also be reached at 314-239-4727.
authors of The Courage to Be Disliked
People hire LifeWork Systems because we help
wrote that Adler was at least 100 years
businesses become agile and manage their
ahead of his time. Adler had the most
priority system: their human system. I hope this
cogent understanding of what encourages article helps you make sense of what’s most
or diminishes a healthy sense of belonging crucial to your evolving organization!
and significance in people and made the
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VALUE PROPOSITION
by DAVE DRISCOLL

How Do You Plan For
The Unexpected In Business

R

emember when we naively believed
that “life as usual” would more or
less continue indefinitely? That
innocence has evaporated as the year
2020 has reminded us not to take even
the most basic things for granted. So, how
are you supposed to plan for situations
that you never would have imagined as a
business owner?
A well-thought-out crisis plan provides
guidance for crucial aspects in an emergency situation when thinking clearly is
difficult. As company leaders are managing the most immediate needs of the
situation, a crisis plan provides confidence that important details are not being
overlooked and helps everyone know how
to proceed.
Risk assessment is the first step in creating a crisis plan. Consider the worst-case
scenarios that could potentially impact
your business. Some are obvious, like
product failures or recalls, a workers’
strike, death of an owner or key personnel, loss of your physical location, loss of
your largest customer or vendor, or a data
breach. Don’t forget to consider public
relations disasters due to unflattering social media posts, bad reviews, disgruntled
employees, and illegal or unethical activities. Not to be morbid, but you also need
to use your imagination and identify lesslikely scenarios such as natural disasters,
an active shooter situation, and customer
or employee injury or death(s) due to
product or equipment malfunctions…or
a pandemic. Discuss such scenarios with
key personnel and advisors to identify
your company’s internal and external
vulnerabilities.
Analyze how your business would be
impacted by potential crises, including
• shutdown due to facility damage or
health concerns
• damaged reputation (of a leader OR
the company)
• misuse of your products (think: children eating laundry detergent pods)
• loss of company leaders through death
or leaving the company
• customer dissatisfaction
• employee grievances
• key materials/supplier interruption
• technology or social changes making
your product or service obsolete
• revenue reduction
• drastic increases in demand (e.g., for
grocery stores and delivery services during
the pandemic)
• increase in expenses to address challenges

Determine what you can do now to
minimize possible impacts. Take proactive
steps that are reasonable, including training, education, maintenance, insurance,
sound financial management, secure IT
procedures, and strong human resources
and customer relations policies. Develop
contingency plans to address various
circumstances.
How could your company quickly move
operations to another location?
What creative options do you have to shift
your business model?
Could you repurpose your offerings or equipment?
Do your employees know whom they should
contact in case of illegal, unethical, dangerous, or unhealthy behavior on the part of a
co-worker?
What resources could you tap for assistance
in a financial or public relations crisis?
Who will fulfill crucial roles during an
emergency?
Risk management is essential to
protecting business value. Now is not the
time to procrastinate.
In the event of an urgent situation, your
crisis plan should also include a contact
list of people to be notified, including the
order in which they should be contacted.
Establish a short list naming who is
permitted to discuss the situation with
the media on the company’s behalf. Don’t
assume you, as the owner, will be available to speak. Drafting sample messages
for likely scenarios will help you share
relevant information coherently, convey
confidence and compassion, and reflect
your company’s core values.
Share your written crisis plan with your
employees, advisors, and even family
members. Then train everyone for their
roles and revise the crisis plan at least
every two years, brainstorming for threats
and updating for relevance. Following a
solid crisis plan cannot prevent every setback, but anticipating and preparing will
minimize the negative impact on business
value, employees, and the community.
The unpredictability of 2020 can be a
catalyst for strengthening your business
against future risks. n
Dave Driscoll is president of Metro Business
Advisors, a business brokerage, valuation and
exit planning firm helping owners of companies
with revenue up to $20 million sell their most
valuable asset. Reach Dave at DDriscoll@
MetroBusinessAdvisors.com or 314-303-5600.
For more information, visit 			
www.MetroBusinessAdvisors.com.
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George Rosenthal
ThrottleNet, Inc.
Website: www.throttlenet.com
Industry: Technology
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Quality Breading & Batters
For Fish and Chicken
For more information or recipe ideas:

www.andysseasoning.com
St. Louis Business Exam, Question #11
Why advertise in St. Louis Small Business Monthly?
Because you:
A. understand the importance of thriving local businesses
B. can’t wait until the Spring and Fall St. Louis Business Expos
C. want to leverage the buying power of 70,000 business owners
D. are smart with your marketing dollars
Year Round Refreshment
E. ALLUnlimited
OF THE ABOVE
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 Variety of Styles
 Water by the Case
 Premium Drinking Water or Spring Water  Cups
 Cold or Hot/Cold Dispensers
 Coffee Service

sbmon.com • 314.569.0076

314-227-4602

www.unlimitedwater.net

What have been the keys to success for
the business?
We have found that our method of
management, specifically open book
management based on The Great Game
of Business by Jack Stack, has been one
of the primary keys to our success. The
reason is this method of management
promotes a culture where every employee
has a stake in and benefits from the overall profitability of our business resulting
in increased engagement and an overall
willingness to contribute to the success
of the organization. Under open book
management, all teams within ThrottleNet are assigned Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s) monthly, specific to
providing exceptional customer service,
which must be met to ensure all team
members receive the full breadth of
profit sharing available to them. We
meet monthly to review the overall
performance of the company as well as
to review the KPI’s for that period. For
each KPI met, that team contributes to
the profit sharing available to the entire
organization. In addition – and to keep
it fun – if 5 out of 6 of our departments
meet their KPI’s, a team member is
drawn from a hat and gets to spin the
“Big Wheel of Cash and Prizes”. These
prizes are anything from a free vacation
day to items valued at $400 or more.
Finally and most importantly, since we
do not require term agreements for the
majority of our services and since our
clients are free to leave at any time, this
ensures they are happy while helping
every employee in the company see how
their daily work can contribute to the
overall success of the entire organization.
What is your best advice for other business owners to find success in business?
Stay out of debt! Debt almost fatally
drowned our company 10 years ago
resulting in a “zero-debt” policy ever
since. We, like most other small- to
medium-sized businesses, understand
how tempting it is to borrow to get what
you want right now. Afterall, we live in
a society of instant gratification and low

interest rates – so it only makes sense
– however, we’ve found that it’s a more
prudent strategy to save while also making it a company goal to purchase what
you want only when you can afford it. If
you must borrow, do so only for a critical
business need and make it a goal to pay
off the debt as quickly as your company
can tolerate; that is unless you received
an extremely favorable rate whereby the
interest will not cripple your cash flow.
We know this is an unpopular opinion
(especially, if you’re a bank) with many
companies gambling and winning in the
debt for growth game, but for every one
that wins, many do not. Just remember,
you will reach your goals with patience
and discipline if you plan wisely.
What is the smartest thing your company did in the past year?
We hired a business coach that works
in our industry and has a proven track
record of success. A talented and wellinformed coach who ran a business in
your industry can be a tremendous help
to any business that may have many parts
of the business working correctly while
struggling in others. We have found that
an outside perspective can be a humbling
experience since they will show you blind
spots you cannot see and areas where
your company has been performing less
than optimally. Conversely, they will also
show you areas where you are outperforming many of your competitors as well
as providing insight on how to maintain
that success.
How do you differentiate your business
from others in your industry?
We differentiate ourselves by providing
profit sharing via our open book management philosophy since this segues
well into our month to month agreements and client retention. In addition,
we invest heavily in our engineers to
ensure they are always up to date on new
technologies and different methods to
accomplish our client’s goals and objectives. n

6891 Hazelwood Ave. - Berkeley, MO 63134
WWW.SBMON.COM
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